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Flipgrid is the leading video discussion 
platform used by millions of PreK to PhD 
educators, students, families, and 
organizations in more than 150 countries! 
Create a Grid (that’s your classroom or group), 
add Topics to spark the discussion, and your 
community builds a dialogue as they share 
short video responses. Super simple. Super 
powerful. Endless uses.
"Using Flipgrid isn't about recording videos ... 
it's about learning. Learning that is social, 
personal, can happen anywhere anytime, 
about making connections, it's deep 
exploration, and promotes that everyone is a 
teacher and everyone is a learner."
- Sean Fahey & Karly Moura in The Educator's 
Guide to Flipgrid, Version 3.0
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• Humanizes Online/ Blended Classrooms
• Lets you HEAR from all students
• Convenience of Use (App, Desktop)
• Unique Insight into Students’ Lives
• Learning Community on Twitter
• Unprecedented Connections & Learning
• Opportunities for Self & Students














• Signing up for an Educator Account
• Creating a Grid
• Adding Topics
• Sharing it With Students
• Recording Features
• Using Disco(very) Library
• Adding Files or Links 
Movement
• Adding to Disco(very) Library
• Adding a Copilot
• Embedding in LMS
• Moderating Videos
• Giving Feedback and Using a Rubric
• Use a Vibe
• Moving & Duplicating Video Responses
Submersion
• Create/ Do a #Fliphunt
• Signing up for #Gridpals
• Appsmashing Options
• Sharing Ideas on Twitter #flipgridfever
• Becoming a Certified Flipgrid Educator
• Adding Educator Login as an App
• Camera Shy Advice
Let’s Practice As a Student
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Let’s Set Up Your Educator Account
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The Educator’s Guide to 
FLIPGRID 
Version 3.0
By Sean Fahey and Karly Moura
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